Abstract: This paper researched steady power flow control with variable inequality constrains. Since the inverse function of power flow equation is hard to obtain, differentiation coherence algorithm was proposed for variable inequality which is tightly constrained. By this method, tightly constrained variable inequality for variables adjustment relationships were analyzed, the variable constrained sensitivity which reflects variable cohere was obtains to archive accurate extreme equation for function optimization. The hybrid power flow mode of node power with branch power was structured. It was also structures that minimum variable model correction equation which convergence and robot are same as conventional power flow. In the examples of fundamental analysis, the effect of extreme point has been verified by small deviation from constrained extreme equation, and the constrained sensitivity was made for states of active and reactive power. It points out the possible deviation by using simplified non-constrained sensitivity to deal with the optimization problem of active and reactive power. The control solutions for power flow for optimal control have been discussed as well. The examples of power flow control and voltage management haven shown that the algorithm is simple and concentrated and shows the effect of differential coherence method for extreme point analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The steady-state power flow control is the analysis about the power flow control by the use of adjustable capacity of AC power. The voltage quality and voltage security is a concentrated expression of the inequality condition of the node voltage, where the economical operation is presented as the operating optimization objective. The steady-state power flow control is a power flow problem with operating conditions, also considered as the basis of analysis for discrete or discontinuous variables, which can be described as [1] and [2] . Optimal Power Flow belongs to the steady-state power flow control problem, and the basic form is: min z=f (x, y) s.t g(x, y) = 0 (1) (2) x min x x max (1) (2) (3) y min y y max (1) (2) (3) (4) y R m , g R n , x R n .
In 1960s, Carpentier proposed the description of OPF with mathematical equations, then summarized all the engineering problems into a form of theoretical research and promoted various research concerning the solution methods for extreme point equations [3] [4] [5] [6] . In 1968, simplified gradient method which was proposed by Dommel and Tinney for solving OPF cleared the direction of the continuous variable optimization solution, and established the basic form of the equation with extreme conditions in (1-1), the simultaneous equation forms of equality constraint in (1) (2) , and the approach of the control variable inequality for domain in (1) (2) (3) (4) [3, 6] . In 1948, Sun, Tinney et al. [7] established that the large-scale OPF problems have practical value, through the application of Newton method in quadratic convergence and sparse technology to solve the equation of extreme points [5, 8] .
Soon afterwards, research and trial of multi-aspects including the penalty function towards inequality constraints had been made.
With the development of the optimal theory, in 1986, Karmarkar proposed interior point method .The method is suitable for solving large-scale, multi-variable constraints problems. In 1991, Clements [9] , Quitana [10] proposed the theory of using interior point method to deal with inequality constraints in power system, remaining the variables in the feasible region and making variable corrections with rules, and its convergence is far superior to the simple form algorithm [9, 11] .
Interior point method can effectively handle the calculation problems of tight constraints like (1) (2) (3) , involving other problems in (1) , and promote the development and application of the OPF problem [12, 13] .
With the development of OPF, some challenging problems [14] which were proposed by Momoh in 1997 were still worth considering, e.g.: How to improve the transparency of the optimization, so that we can find the direction and measures of power system optimization.
The problems of (1) involve complex nonlinear systems analysis of inequality constraints containing both feasibility and optimization [14] . Compared with the conditional extreme problem of equality constraints, the focus problems caused by inequality and tight constraints of the variable x in (1) are: How to determine the value of y, when
x are constant? How to seek the solution for the mixed variables meanwhile the value of x and y are both needed to found out? What kind of constraints sensitivity can be measured and used in the extreme condition equation when x is under the condition of tight constraints.
For the above questions the differential analysis method has been used in this paper. Under the demand to determine y from x , which is required by the tight constraints, and with the differential relationship of dx and dy , dy can be determined by dx . With the method that the definite value of y 1 meets the inequality constraints demand of x , the constraint sensitivity reflects the differential co-ordination that can be acquired. Then analyze and solve the problem for the power flow caused by the tight constraints on the variable x .
Only the differential analysis can be left incomplete, for the correctness and reasonableness of the analysis. The example for illustration and verification has been provided.
DIFFERENTIATE COHERENCE METHOD
The Differential Correlation Method used to solve the tight constraint problems for x is: 1) According to g(x, y) = 0 , incidence matrix D for dx and dy shall be
Setting dy i = 1 , dy j = 0 (i=1, 2, … , m, ), solving successively:
And the following can be got: With the same meaning as the KKT equations, the solution of (1) is to make constraint condition equations, optimal extreme condition equations and power flow equation, g x, y ( ) = 0 , be simultaneous equations, and solve the variables x and y . The quantity of the simultaneous equations is the same as the quantity of variables x and y . The optimization for extreme conditions must be reduced when the conditions of the constraint conditions increases. 
From the definite weight value, and determine one correction, other corrections can be calculated, which are expressed as:
Equation (5) in the redundancy situation is
Variable constraint sensitivity exists, but has infinitely many solutions.
2) y 1 becomes minimum and y 2 becomes maximum when the dimension of x1 is the same as the dimension of
In these conditions control methods have the same dimensions out of which 1 y is the most sensitive whereas the diagonal elements of the D 11 are the biggest under the different choice of 1 y .
Thus, adherence problem can be solved according to the demand of x1 and determine the correction y1 of 1 y on the basis of (7).
3) Constraint sensitivity of the variable can be acquired in accordance with Matrix D. According to and (4):
Thus the constraint sensitivity of variable concerning the tight constraints has been formed. Constraint sensitivity is the rate of change of x to 2 y under the coordinated conditions of 1 y , and it reflects the special characteristics of the system.
4) The constraint sensitivity of objective function z to variable 2 y . Make a differential, then:
Extreme condition equation of optimization function is
Connecting to the variable constraint sensitivity in (9), equation (11) is extreme condition equation concerning inequality tight constraints. Extreme equations reflects the connection of variables y 1 to y 2 , 2 x .
5) The constraint sensitivity of objective function to the control mode. According to the differential coefficient of optimization function,
Then constraint sensitivity of the objective function to the control mode should be:
Current extreme point is acquired in accordance with the extreme conditions of (11), and must be tested whether it is the global optimum. For D11 which is in other control methods or 1 y (i.e. D22, D12, D21) which intends to be selected respectively and be substitute in the equation (13), the result are as follows: If other control methods are taken for the optimization, the deviation sensitivity of the corresponding extreme value to the current extreme value is the constraint sensitivity of the objective function to the control mode.
STEADY -STATE POWER FLOW CONTROL PROBLEM
The steady-state power flow control problem means formula (14-1) had solution with the conditions of the (14-6), simultaneity meeting the operating conditions equations (14-3) (14-4), and the desired optimization objective function ( , ) y is the un-adjustable constant generation variable.
Nodal power equations of PQ node and PV node are respectively:
The inequality constraint equation works while branch power and nodal voltage are the definite value, i.e.
Equations (15) and (16) are the mixed power flow model which is formed by the node power equations and the contributing inequality tight constraint equations, also the basic form of power flow control.
B Unconstrained sensitivity for grid power flow model
The specific forms of (15), and the (2) turns out to be:
Connecting (17) according to the method of (3), then:
C. The constraints sensitivity of the variable
The constraints sensitivity of the variable is the form of (9).
D. Constrained extremum equation of the active power in the slack bus
The node power equation of the grid active power loss is:
Where the slack bus power P Gn :
According to the (11), the extreme equation for the active power optimization is 
The extremal equation for the reactive power optimization is
In (21) and (22), the partial derivatives to P Gn , 
THE SOLUTION TO THE POWER FLOW CONTROL EQUATION
Due to the large number of voltage inequality equations and uncertainty of out-of-limit, according to (7), voltage inequality constraints serve as a check and deals with more limit. Only the simultaneous solution of flow equations and the branch power condition equations with mixed variables and PQV node are solved. The steps of Newton method for solving are as follow:
Step1: Request the correction amount x .
The correction equation of power flow model without concerning the voltage inequality conditions should be:
Solving x and line conditions control y 1 aiming at the unbalanced quantity, if P line and Q line are not out of limit, there is no need to make modification for V Gy 1 , P Gy 1 .
Step 2: Tight constraints state to determine the conditions correction to determine the x 1 in tight constraints state:
The x 1 compensated by y 1 , method of compensation:
A. Condition Control of N to N Linear Combination
According to , selecting the appropriate combination of control y1, the correction of compensation 1 x required conditions control can be got:
B. N to 1 Redundant Condition Control
According to , selecting the appropriate control y 1 , the condition control variables required for compensation 1 x can be acquired. E.g. the form of a weighted average is
(24-2)
C One to One Condition Control
For the exceeding amount, selecting the bigger sensitivity D ij , according to , then y 1
Step 3: Variable correction
The variable corrections are:
Comparing the above process with the conventional power flow calculations, the mixed power flow model replaces the grid power flow model in more than 2 steps of out-of-limit special process for x . Fig. (1) is the IEEE 5 buses system which is featured in both-side power supply, large impact of generation adjusting to power flow change, and the step-up transformer can make Fig. (1) . IEEE 5 buses system. the load point voltage higher than the supply voltage. That's why the author chooses it for the principle analysis in this paper.
EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS

A The inspection and application of the constraint sensitivity
For IEEE 5 buses system, the calculation Cases for verifying the Constraint sensitivity and its application are listed in Table 1 and are as follows:
As is listed of power supply settings in Table 1 , making power flow calculation and constraint sensitivity calculation in (21) and (22), the result is listed in Table 2 .
The gird loss of constraint sensitivity PL/ PG, PL/ VG in Scheme (1) is close to zero, which shows that the state is: V1=0.93, active power is optimized, reactive power is optimized for the operating point. Scheme (2) and Scheme (3) maintains V1 = 0.93 and the reactive power is optimized, only the active power has a small deviation which shows that the after state has a slight deviation from Scheme (1), the value of PL/ PG increases, and the loss of the corresponding power is slightly larger than that of Scheme (1). Similarly, Scheme (4) and Scheme (5) are in reverse. The results of Table 2 show the points which satisfied (21), and the extreme points of (21) which can withstand the small deviation of calibration. Also, according to the state of the operating point, constrained extreme conditions can be the judgment and the basis for calculations.
According to (18), the calculations of the system's sensitivity matrix D for power flow state in Scheme (1) are listed in Table 3 . The array element of matrix D reflects the properties system without the constraints of the natural rate of change, among which, the sensitivity of the voltage state to the voltage source is much larger than the voltage state to the power source. Table 4 .
The constraint sensitivity in Table 4 tells that state to the constraint sensitivity of active power (P G ) is slightly different with the unconstrained sensitivity in Table 3 , but for the constraint sensitivity of reactive power (V G ), it is quite different from the unconstrained sensitivity in Table 3 . This result shows that when addressing the voltage inequality constraints, adopting unconstrained sensitivity simply to make the active power characteristics analysis an approximation, and the deviation of reactive power characteristics is large. Table 5 sets an example that the transmission line power and load point voltage which are counted for the required value of the flow control, which applies equation variable mode to solve and deal with the exceeding voltage in (24). Table 5 the example solutions of power control and voltage management.
B Algorithms and calculation of the power flow control and voltage management
Among which, multiple objective deterministic control of three different types of objectives including flow control, voltage management and reactive power optimization are proceeded in Scheme (8). The examples of Table 5 and the results of Table 6 The constraint sensitivity of the variable may constitute the constraint sensitivity of operating objective (The composite function of the variable) which is mainly concerned, and the constraint sensitivity of the operating objective to the control power can tell the adjustment direction and sensitivity. The composite function of the target (variable) sensitivity runs the target to control the power of constraint sensitivity which identifies the direction of regulation and sensitivity. The sensitivity from operating objective to control mode can make the effect of control mode definite, and for the flow control which is required to provide a flexible choice of control methods and analysis.
